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In August
we were
successful at
having hybrid
meetings
for both the
general and
woodturners
meetings, with
about 30 - 35
people showing up in person and
another 15 to 20 people joining the
Zoom online platform. Since we
were able to use Zoom I was able to
also record and upload the meetings
to YouTube. Links are available
in the Members’ section of the
website. We still had some minor
issues with the video and sound that
we will continue to improve upon
in the future. I imagine that we will
continue the hybrid model going
forward.
We are still well below the number
of members who would attend a
meeting pre-Covid even combining
the in person and online members.
It’s certainly not due to a decrease
in membership as we have added
many new members this year, We
are at 215 members now. If anyone
has any questions about the current
meetings please let me know or any
other board member and we will try
to help out.
We also had 29 turners join us for
a Saturday Zoom demo by Laurent
Niclot, originally from France,
but residing now in Colorado.
Laurent made a couple of small
hollow forms for the first portion
of his demo and then showed his
burning/carving techniques on
both a sample board and on one of
the hollow forms he turned earlier.
He showed us how he achieves the
3-D effect through his application

of color and gilding wax to his burned/
textured pieces. It was very interesting
and well worth the $10 fee. He will
be making the recording available to
those that paid for 30 days. So it is still
possible to pay the $10 fee and see the
demo recording. By the way, we picked
up a couple of new members through
this demo.
The October 7th meeting is our
annual auction fundraiser. The toy
and pen programs cost us about $10K
a year which are funded by dues and
donations. Behind dues, the biggest
source of funds into the association
comes from the auction. So we need
your support. We already have many
fine items donated but can always use
more. Remember that you can donate
any woodworking related items where
the club will receive 100% of what
they sell for or you can offer an item
in the silent auction where the club
will receive 25% and you receive 75%
of the winning bid. To help speed the
process, you can sign up items for the
auction through the website and we will
take them the night of the auction. As
a general rule, we want items of at least
$25 to be in the live auction and at
least $50 for minimum bid in the silent
auction. And all other items under
$25 will be placed on the $5, $10, $15
and $20 cash tables. And finally don’t
forget we love your handmade items
which usually bring in some of the best
winning bids.
The auction is also open to your invited
guests. Do you know someone who is
starting out and may need inexpensive
tools? Maybe a neighbor, friend or
relative may benefit from the auction.
Invite them to attend. Spread the word
and we will see you at the auction.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Annual Fundraising Auction
Thursday, October 7

Bidding Starts at 6:00 p.m.

Craig Elliot
TBA
Thursday, October 21

Toy Work Party
Saturday, October 4
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ORANGE COUNTY WOODWORKERS

ANNUAL CHARITY

Auction

OCTOBER 7 TH – 6:00 P.M.
at Tustin Senior Center
200 S. “C” Street, Tustin, CA 92680
Invite your family, friends, and neighbors for a fun-filled evening.
Items up for auction include:
woodworking tools and materials, baked goods, and
hand-made wooden objects.

ADMISSION: FREE
Donations of working, saleable items
accepted: 5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Doors Open: 5:30 p.m.
Live Auction: 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Silent Auction: 6:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
Proceeds support:
Orange County Woodworkers
Toy Program and
Pen Program - Support Our Troops
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Orange County Woodworkers Association
is a 501(c)(3) Charitable Organization

WOODWORKERS’ SAWDUST
By Jerry Knight, Vice President and Program Director

the library.

On Thursday, Sept 2,
2021 club member Fred
Wilmot gave a presentation
on bandsaw basics. If you
missed the meeting or
would like to rewatch Fred’s
presentation, a recording of
the meeting is available at
the OCWA web site or you
can check out a DVD copy
of the presentation from

The talk started with a history of the bandsaw. The
first patent for a bandsaw was awarded in 1809, but
the invention was unsuccessful because of the quality
of the metal available at the time. Blades would not
hold up due to the poor, stiff metal. Around 1850,
metallurgy improvements allowed the production of
flexible blades that would hold up under use. Soon
afterward, in 1858, a practical method to adjust blade
tension was invented and patented by Henry Wilson.
The first commercially
successful bandsaw was
introduced by J.A. Fay in
1881. The design included
most of the features still
found on bandsaws: a heavy,
stiff frame to prevent flexing
and vibration, a flexible
blade, motor, and one wheel
below the work table and one wheel above the working
table with blade adjustment mechanisms, a built-in
blade tension and blade alignment mechanism, blade
guides, and a heavy, flat metal table to support the
material and reduce vibration.
Poor maintenance of the bandsaw’s tires is one of the
most common reasons for poor quality cuts. Sawdust,
sap and pitch tend to build up on the tires. This debris
causes the blade to wobble and vibrate and reduces
the quality of cuts. Fred recommends cleaning the
tires and the blade with acetone at least once a month.
After cleaning he lubricates his blades with Rockler
T-9 lubricant spray. Fred claims that blades last at least
30% longer and cut better when lubricated. The T-9
lubricant is dry and does not stain wood. Don’t use

silicone spray – it will clog up on the blade guides and
foul the wood.
Fred also recommends releasing the blade tension when
the bandsaw is not in use. Most saws have a mechanism
that allows tension release by flipping a leaver. Some
lower-end, table top saws require detensioning by
manually turning the tension adjust mechanism.
Whatever the blade is slack, extra care must be taken
to prevent accidental starting the saw. Otherwise, the
blade is likely to come off the wheels and may be badly
damaged. Fred and the audience talked about several
methods of signaling the blade is loose. Many members
like to place a flap or warning sign over the on/off switch
to warn the operator the belt is loose.
All modern bandsaws use blade guides to keep the blade
in place and help reduce blade deflection, twisting and
bowing. Early guides were made of blocks of metal.
(I have seen steel,
aluminum, brass and
copper guides). But steel
guides on the steel blade
causes excessive wear
and may cause sparking
that can ignite sawdust.
Other metals tend to
react with sap and pitch and can cause discoloration.
Many brands of bandsaws come with “sealed” roller
bearing guides. These work very well and are extremely
quite when the bearings are new. But even though the
bearings are supposedly sealed, they soon foul with pitch
and dust and start to screech.
Fred recommends replacing stock blade guides with
high quality ceramic guides Conversion kits are readily
available for all major models of bandsaws. Ceramic
guides are superior for stabilizing the blade because they
have much more guide surface than bearings, they are
relatively quiet and they don’t cause sparks.
Bandsaw blades are available in a very wide range of
blade widths, number and shape of teeth and metal
construction.
Typical bandsaw blades cost between $15 and $20. These
are made from high-carbon flexible steel with heat-treated
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teeth.
Timber Wolf brand blades use high-speed steel teeth
and a flexible spring steel back. The cost is about $30
and they purportedly last longer and make superior
cuts.
The highest quality and longest lasting blades are made
with a spring steel back and carbide teeth. Their cost is
$120 to $150 dollars, but they last more than 10 times
longer.
Bandsaw blades are also available in a wide variety of
widths from 1/8 to more than 1 inch. (Saws at large
saw mills may be many inches wide.) Wide blades are
desirable for smooth straight cuts such as resawing,
but do perform poorly on curved cuts. Narrow blades
facilitate curved cuts, but are not as good for straight
cuts and resaw poorly.

starting to cut. Start by setting the blade tension. Most
saws come with some sort of tension guide, but Fred has
found they are not very useful. Instead, he likes to set
blade tension with finger pressure. Raise the guides so
about 8 inches of blade are exposed and test the tension
by pressing on the blade with your finger tip until “the
color of the fingertip turns white.” Increase the tension
until the blade deflection is about ¼ inch.
Next, align the blade so the bottom of the gullets is in
the center of the upper wheel (right side of photo). Fred
said that most user guides recommend aligning the center
of the blade with the center of the wheel. (left side of
photo) But, Fred demonstrated his preferred alignment
eliminates sideways drift in the cut.

Finally, set up the guides so they are almost touching
the saw blade, both on the sides and in the back. One
audience member said they wrap a piece of binder paper
around the blade and then set the guides to touch the
wrapped blade. When the paper is removed, the gap is
perfectly set.
Here is Fred’s troubleshooting guide for a saw that doesn’t
cut straight and smooth:
• Check that the blade is sharp.
• Check the blade tension
There is also a wide selection in the shape and number
of teeth in the blades. Fred gave these rules:

• Don’t push too hard. Let the blade do the cutting.
• Check guide adjustment
• Lower the blade so the upper guide is only about ¼
inch above the material

• Many teeth – slow and smooth
• Few teeth – fast and rough
• Big gullets for quicker and thicker cuts. Smaller
gullets for slow and smooth.
• Choose a tooth count so there will be at least 3 teeth
in the wood at all times. Cutting with less than 3 teeth
will leave tooth lines in the cut.
Always take time to properly adjust your saw before

• Check that the tooth gullets are at the center of the
upper wheel
• Align the saw’s table so there is no sideways drift.
Fred showed a jig that he uses for circular cuts. It
produces perfectly round bowl blanks. Fred recommends
exploring the great variety of plans for band saw jigs.
There are hundreds of free plans available .
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WOODTURNERS’ SHAVINGS
By Chuck Phillips
The topic this month is
pens, presented by John
Sobota. He turned his
first pen on Veteran’s Day
2015, and hasn’t found a
reason to stop. He’s also
taken on the lead in the
Freedom Pen project.
While the basic process of
pen making is fairly simple, taking a bit of extra time to
get the details right can make a world of difference.
It all starts with a pen blank, typically ¾” square by 5 ½”
long. This can be as simple as a solid piece of wood, or a
complicated stack of tiny segments. Consider it your first
opportunity to make each pen just a little bit different.
One of John’s favorites is a stack of contrasting paper or
wood laminated in at an angle. This will come out as an
oval ring in the finished pen.
Most kits require cutting the blank into a top and bottom
half. Check the instruction insert for sizing, or use the
tubes as a gauge. In order to be able to sort out which
parts match after you inevitably drop a tray of them (If
you haven’t done this yet, you will), make a mark or
two across the spot where you will cut the blank before
cutting. There are a number of ways to make the cut, and
some are safer than others. Be mindful of your fingers,
and find a way to keep the pieces controlled.
With the blank cut apart, you’ll need to drill a hole for
the tubes. Best practice is to start each hole from the
center, which minimizes any misalignment errors. If
you have a steady hand it is possible to do this with a
hand-held drill, but most of us mere mortals use a drill
press. There are a variety of nice jigs that will keep you
centered (provided your blank really is square), and if you
plan on making lots of pens they are worth the money.
Otherwise, you can make do with a handscrew.
Before gluing the tubes in, you’ll want to rough up the
outside by lightly sanding them. This will remove any
stray oils and provide some mechanical tooth for the glue
to lock into. While you can do this by hand, this quickly
gets tedious. Better is to quickly mount the tubes on
either you pen mandrel or a bit of ¼” dowel. Spin things
up with your lathe or drill press and hit the tube with
some 80-ish grit paper. Wipe off any dust and it’s ready

for glue.
You’ve got a few choices for glue. Some prefer CA glue,
but you have to be prepared to work fast. John uses a
30 minute epoxy, which lets him work at a more relaxed
pace. Be generous with the glue, and just wipe off any
squeeze out.
Once the glue cures, you’ll want to clean up the ends of
each piece and make sure they are true to the tube axis.
This can be done with a pen mill or sanding disk. If you
use a sander, a good way to keep things true to the tube is
to hold the blank on a snug-fitting rod, which is in turn
clamped in a v-block.
With all the prep work done, it’s finally time to do some
turning. John likes to use a mandrel saver center in his
tailstock, as it isolates the compression to the pen and
bushings. A common problem people have with using
a pointed center to stabilize the end of their mandrel
is overtightening the tailstock. If you put too much
pressure on the mandrel it will flex and whip like any
long spindle. If you make a lot of pens, do yourself a
favor and get a mandrel saver.
When turning a pen, there are two or three critical
diameters where the wood meets the metal parts, and
one purpose for the bushings is to give you a guide for
those dimensions. Other than fairing smoothly into the
bushings at each end the only design criterion is that it
should feel good in the hand. It is advisable to keep the
upper section fairly slim, otherwise the pocket clip may
not fit.
Finishes can be anything from wax to polyurethane.
John’s current go-to involves polishing with Yorkshire
grit, followed by 3-4 coats of Aussie oil. As with
everything there is no one true way. Just remember that
whatever you use will spend a lot of time in someone’s
hand.
The metal parts are pressed into place to finish the pen.
This can be done with a vise, your lathe’s tailstock ram, or
a purpose built pen press. John has a very nice Milescraft
press that makes things quick and easy.
So there we have it. Go make a pen or ten. If you’re
unsure where to send them, John will be happy to find a
good home for them.
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ANNUAL WOODTURNERS CONTEST – NOVEMBER 18

WOODTURNING CONTEST RULES
Five contests available for entry:
• Solid Wood Turning
• Embellished Wood Turning
• Pen Turning
• Segmented (polychromatic) Turning
• Beginners Turning
The rules are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

All entries must be from an OCWT member
in good standing.
All entries must be a members own work.
All entries must be lathe-turned pieces.
All entries must have been created within the past 		
two years.
All entries may have been entered in any contest 		
other than the OCWT Annual Contest.
All contests have a single Masters class except the 		
Beginners contest.
There are four contests open to the Masters Class:
a. Solid Wood Turning – open or closed form
turnings without embellishments
b. Embellished Wood Turning - open or closed
forms which includes embellishments such as
carving, coloring, inlay, texturing, burning, etc.
c. Segmented (polychromatic) Turning - builtup work pieces created by gluing many separate
pieces of material together before or during
turning. It may include closed segmented, open
segmented, stave and any other turned pieces
made up of many pieces. A glued up block of
three or four pieces is NOT considered to be
polychromatic turning.
d. Pen Turning – open to all types of turned pens.
A Beginners Class is available to encourage new 		
turners to participate and be recognized.
a. A Beginner is new to turning (less than three
years’ experience)
b. A Beginner may choose to enter as a Master but
all their entries would be entered as such.

c. A
 Beginner who wins first place in the annual
OCWT Beginners class will be moved to the
Masters Class the following year.
d. A Beginner may enter a Solid Wood, Embellished
Wood, Segmented Wood or Pen item
9.
A member may submit up to three entries, in each of
the Woodturning contests, but may only receive one
prize in each contest.
10.
Judging will be done by an independent panel(s) 		
selected by the Turning Club president or an assignee
of the club president who will evaluate:
a. Quality of work
b. Design and originality
c. Use of material
d. Other factors the judges see fit to consider
e. The judges may award only 1st, or 1st & 2nd
places for any contest with few participants
f. The judges’ decisions will be final.
11.	Prizes in each class are a combination of cash and gift
certificates in the amount determined by the Turning
Club president. The judges may award additional
honorable mentions.
12.	The winner of the Segmented (polychromatic)
Turning contest shall have their name added to the
perpetual plaque as the winner of the Fred Adam
Polychromatic Award.
13.	The winning pieces from each of the five contests will
be judged for a single Best of Show award.
Prizes in each contest will be as follows:
Master Class (in each of the four contests):
1st place – $75
2nd place – $50
3rd place – $25
Honorable Mention – $15
Beginner Class:
1st place – $50
2nd place – $30
3rd place – $20
Honorable Mention – $10
Best of Show:
$100

If you're like me, it's time to start planning your project for the Annual Woodturners Contest. This year it will be
held on November 18, 6:30 p.m.; but arrive early so officials can register your entry. Get busy and show off your best
work.
Ross Gilroy
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TOY STORY
By Ken Crandall, Chair Toy Program
Not much is new in the
world of Toymaking. Our
monthly attendance has
settled in at around 35
regulars. In September
we did the usual sanding,
spraying and assembling.
Our production number is
nearing 3800 with 2 months
to go.
I was out of town for two
weeks so if you tried unsuccessfully to reach me, that
is why. I flew to Massachusetts to see my son whom
I haven’t seen in nearly two years due to COVID. We
drove down to West Virginia to see his sister for her

birthday. (When did I get old enough to have a 54 yearold daughter?) While we were there, we constructed
a garden shed just like the one I made for the Toy
Program. She is a beekeeper as well as an avid gardener,
so it should be put to good use.
I am having cataract surgery next week so at our
next work party I will either be able to see all of the
sandpaper scratches or be half-blind and hardly able to
recognize you.
Our next work party will be October 9. It is a strange
month, putting our Saturday off by a week. A consult
with Bill Rogers tells me we will also meet November 6
as well as November 26 for Distribution Day, so mark
your calendars.

Photos by Sandra Smolinsky and Len Musgrave
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FEATURED MEMBER- JERRY NININGER
I grew up on a small farm in Southern Missouri and
in such a place there are always things to repair, fences
to build, and things to make, so I got an early start
at “handyman” types of projects. Every few years we
would cut down several trees from our property and
hire a local man with a mobile saw to come and rip
them into boards. This was not like the modern band
saw type of portable rigs, but a large circular saw blade
of about thirty inches in diameter that was powered
by pulleys and a belt from our tractor. Exposed belt,
exposed blade and definitely not OSHA approved.
I cringe when I recall how much black walnut we
turned into gates, ladders and other items of use,
and how I used to cut down three to five inch Osage
orange trees to use as fence posts. Now I pay dearly for
those kinds of wood.
Later, when I lived near Kansas City, Missouri I
had the usual (in those days) Industrial Arts classes
in middle and high school – woodworking, metal
working, book binding(?) and mechanical drawing.
The instructor would rough cut pieces on the table or
band saw and power tools were not available to the
students so we cut joints by hand and it was there I
learned the wonders of wood filler. After graduation I
moved to California, put away tools and the other toys
of youth, and got busy with college, graduate school
and work.
At my first job I fell in with some co-workers that
wanted to buy old houses and fix them up for resale.
We searched out some prospects but their wives had
better ideas on how to spend their money and they
dropped out of the deals. Since I was unencumbered
at the time, I went ahead on my own and purchased
my first property. I soon got a crash course in
carpentry, plumbing, electrical, drywall, and all the
other aspects of home remodeling. My usual training
came from watching This Old House and then after
my initial failure, I would hire a contractor, watch him
carefully and pepper him with questions. Eventually
I learned how to perform most of the tasks and also
learned which ones I had no business doing such
as carpeting, concrete and roofing. My first project
turned a tidy profit of almost as much as I earned at
my day job in a year, so I decided to try again. I kept
my regular job and worked on houses in the evenings

and weekends. This was in 1971 so I was “flipping”
houses way before flipping was a thing.
After a few years I had accumulated several houses but
the rents did not cover the payments so I found a way
to dramatically increase my salary – I went to Saudi
Arabia to work for two years. I was the Administrative
Manager for an American/Saudi joint venture where
I handled housing and food for up to 500 employees,
transportation and visa for foreign employees,
purchasing and movement of repair parts for over twenty
million dollars’ worth of equipment, and payroll that
was paid in American Dollars, English Pounds, Thai
Baht, Philippine Pesos, and Saudi Riyals.
The best part of the job was the travel. I received a twoweek vacation every six months, and the company would
buy me a ticket wherever I wanted to go. I took several
nice trips to Europe, Africa and the Far East. At the end
of my contract, since the company had a job for me in
Salt Lake City that wouldn’t start for a while, I took the
long way home and spent three months slowly making
my way back to the United States. I spent two years in
Utah, during which I bought a house that was still under
construction from a contractor in trouble and completed
it. Then I returned to California for good.
Back working in California, I had started building a
new home in Newport Beach, when an old fraternity
brother introduced me to his neighbor. Jeanne and I
were married within a year. With Jeanne as my design
coordinator, I continued to remodel homes and took a
little time out to build two new homes near downtown
Huntington Beach and five condominiums in Costa
Mesa. I learned that building a new building took a great
deal of time, from purchasing the property, planning,
permits, construction and selling. I returned to my
fix-up program, which meshed with my day job much
easier. We continued to travel and in 2005 at the ripe old
age of 58 I decided that work was not as much fun as it
was cracked up to be, so I retired.
Prior to that I had attended the Orange County Fair
and was vastly impressed by the woodworks on display.
I hung around to watch the men turning out projects
on a lathe. I had mostly construction type tools so this
craftsman work was a new venture that really caught
my eye. I owned a Shopsmith (which I still have) and
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tried some projects. I did not have any scroll chucks,
so I used faceplates, and the five carbon steel tools
that came with the Shopsmith. I was mystified about
why sometimes the chisel would cut and other times
it would grab. As a result,much of my early work
was done with scrapers and vigorously sanded. I
started attending meetings of the Orange County
Woodworkers Association, especially the turners
group and was amazed at how little I knew about
this sport. I read lots of books and watched several
VHS tapes (that shows how long ago this was as there
were no DVDs) to try and learn the “correct” way
to turn which was even more confusing as nearly
every demonstrator had his own way of doing things.
I eventually learned that there was not one correct
way to do things. Still not wanting to go overboard
with this new hobby, I bought a Delta mini lathe and
decided I would turn 100 “things” which might be
pens, bottle stoppers, small bowls or anything else
that would fit on a 10 inch swing lathe. While I was
learning what features were important to me, I quizzed
several members of the OCWA about their equipment
and learned that some pretty spectacular projects were
being produced on a Powermatic. I decided that if I
couldn’t do well on one of those, then it would be my
fault and I wouldn’t be able to blame the equipment.

After attending several symposiums, club demos, and
taking hands-on workshops, I finally started to get the
hang of it. A sizeable investment in tools, accessories
and wood also helped to focus my attention. About six
years ago I took an introductory segmented turning
class hosted by Woodcraft and taught by our own Jim
Driskell and I was hooked. Using what I learned in his
two day class I was able to produce some fairly decent
but elementary projects. Jim always announced his
semester-long segmented classes, so I finally decided to
give those a try. I will never be in the league with Jim
or some of the other master turners in our club, but
the idea is to enjoy it, and I do. I especially like to turn
projects for friends and neighbors from wood taken
from their yard and even my humble efforts seem to be
appreciated.

Sea Scouts Woodworking Merit Badge

same time. Jerry Nininger, John Sobota and Al Ward and
myself split up the time and we had a great time. Each
Scout got at least one pen and several boys were very
quick and made more than one as time permitted. As
an added bonus on a Saturday, one of the professional
captains who pilots large charter boats for hire, took us
on a three-hour tour on his personal boat of the Newport
Harbor. Captain George knows where the skeletons are
buried and is not afraid to share them with you. We are
looking forward to next year.

By Len Musgrave

The Sea Base Boy Scouts program in Newport Beach
contacted Joel Rettew about helping out with the
summer program to allow Boy Scouts to earn their
Woodworking Merit Badges. The program was set
up for six weeks. Each week six boys would come to
the woodshop from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. for the
class. Each boy would make a cutting board, a puzzle,
a race car, and a personal item, under the supervision
of a Senior Scout who was a college student at Baylor
University. On the final day they would each make a pen
with the help of an OCWA penmaker. Their woodshop
is about the size of a two-car garage. The water is just 20
feet away and it was a very nice setting They have a lathe,
table saw, drill press, spindle sander(which I repaired
with a new switch), chop saw and plenty of hand tools
and clamps as well as hand drills and sanders. I took one
of our mini-lathes so two scouts could make pens at the

After a few years of club membership I agreed to run
for Secretary, and served in that position for two years.
Soon thereafter, the President of the Turners developed
health issues, so I agreed to fill out his term and later ran
for the Presidency of the Turners. I am now completing
my third year in that position. I have greatly enjoyed my
time in office and on the Board of Directors, and learned
to appreciate the club activities all the more, after joining
in the planning and details of the OCWA.
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OCWA SHOW AND TELL- SEPTEMBER 2
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OCWT SHOW AND TELL- SEPTEMBER 16
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YO-YO CHALLENGE

LAUREN NICLOT DEMO
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“CLUB ROOTS” (15+ YEARS)
Adams, David
Andrews, Frank
Aut, Warren
Bruins, William
Chambers, Craig
Crowther, Ralph
Daniels, James
Davis, Carson
Durthaler, Cheri
Eid, Antoine
Fitzpatrick, Art
Gamboa, Gilbert
Gilroy, Ross
Gough, Chris
Hardy, Harold
Haskell, Bill
Hoff, Robin J.
Horstman, Earl
Kamper, Mike
Kaufholtz, Lee
Lewellyn, Bruce

Missbrenner, Alfred
Musgrave, Len
Neesley, Michael
Nininger, Jerry
Oetomo, Ingko
Overholt, ElJay
Phillips, Chuck
Plummer, George
Rogers, Bill
Rogers, Les
Santhon, James
Schott, Carol
Smet, Edward
Steichen, Charles
Stone, Jim
Taylor, Mike
Thorson, Eric
Wade, David
Whitcomb, Al
Williams, Harry
Wilmott, Fred
Wright, Doug

LIFETIME MEMBERS
James Santhon
Jeff Bennett
Craig Chambers
Carson Davis
Andy Goldman
Len Musgrave
Michael Neesley
Ingko Oetomo
George Plummer

WOODWORKER OF THE YEAR
2020		

Ken Crandall

2019		

Ken Cowell

2018		

Bill Rogers

2017		

John Marshall

2016		

Len Musgrave

2015 		

Ken Cowell

2014 		

Larry Marley

2013 		

Ralph Crowther

2012 		

Ed Smet

2011		

Len Musgrave

Person of the Year
2010		

Al Whitcomb

2009		

Ed Straub

PAST PRESIDENTS
2013 - 2020

James Santhon

2012		

Vic Cohn

2010 - 2011

Craig Chambers

2006 - 2009

James Santhon

2005 		

Doug Nowlin

2001 - 2004

James Santhon

1999 - 2000

Carson Davis

1997 - 1998

Sam Migliazzo

1995 - 1996

Mike Neesly

1993 - 1994

Larry Baum

1991 - 1992

Len Musgrave

1988 - 1990

Al Griffin

1987		

Andy Goldman

1986		

Greg Martin

1985		

Dough Christie

1984		

Bob Pederson
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OCWA is now registered with AmazonSmile which allows OCWA
eligible to receive a .5% donation from all eligible purchases
through the AmazonSmiles.com. If you'd like to participate, simply
go onto Amazon.com, search and click on AmazonSmile, and once
on the AmazonSmile's site select Orange County Woodworkers from the list of charities. There is no need to
change settings – all your account info/settings remain the same. You'll have access to the same products as
found on Amazon.com. Thank you for participating.
For more information please contact Ralph Crowther.

FRIENDS OF OCWA
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS!
Austin Hardwoods & Hardware – (714) 953-4000 • www.austinhardwoodsonline.com
Exotic Woods USA – (631) 651-8651 • www.ExoticWoodsUSA.com
Industrial Blade & Products Co. • www.IndustrialBlade.net
Laguna Tools – (800) 234-1976 • www.LagunaTools.com
OC Lumber – (714) 556-1774 • www.oclumber.com/
Reel Lumber Service – (714) 632-1988 • www.ReelLumber.com
Rockler Woodworking & Hardware – (714) 282-1157 • www.rockler.com/retail/stores/ca/orange-store
Woodcraft Supply – (714) 963-9663 [(714) 963-WOOD] • www.Woodcraft.com

Sawdust & Shavings
is the newsletter of The Orange County Woodworkers
Association.
It is published monthly, the Thursday before the
Woodworkers Meeting.
MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 1038
Fullerton CA 92836-8038

A BIG WELCOME

Do you have an idea for an article, shop tip, or tool
review? Please send
articles to: newsletter@ocwoodworkers.org
Deadline for submissions is the Monday after the
Woodturners meeting.
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TO OUR NEW MEMBERS:
Greg Witz, Fullerton
Donna Johannsen, Mission Viejo

